IDS Adds Pushback Notifications to
Interface with Byte Software
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah, June 20, 2017 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Mortgage document
preparation vendor International Document Services, Inc. (IDS), announced it
has added pushback notifications to its existing interface with BytePro
Enterprise, the flagship loan origination software (LOS) platform from Byte
Software. Through this enhancement, BytePro users will receive mortgage
documents and fulfillment status notifications within the LOS platform.

“Working between multiple systems to execute the loan production process is
both inconvenient and inefficient, and it significantly increases the
likelihood of errors,” said Mark Mackey, vice president of IDS. “Every
integration IDS builds with its LOS partners is designed to streamline and
safeguard the exchange of data between systems, allowing lenders to work
within their LOS platform as much as possible. Adding the pushback
notification feature to IDS’s interface with Byte is yet another step in the
on-going process to perfect the LOS-doc prep interaction.”
In addition to returning and indexing executed documents, the pushback
feature allows IDS to push Fulfillment XML notifications directly through the
BytePro platform.
Notifications that BytePro users can choose to receive include:

When the document package is sent to fulfillment;
When a borrower accepts or revokes eConsent;
When borrowers download and/or eSign documents;
When the eSign process has been by all parties; or
When the documents are mailed.
Pushback events automatically update corresponding disclosure log entries in
BytePro, eliminating reliance on hand-keyed entries and helping to assure
that compliance timelines are calculated accurately and reliably.
“We’re exceptionally proud of the seamless and complete nature of our
enhanced integration with IDS,” said Mark Todd, national sales and client
services manager for Byte Software. “I think it demonstrates the commitment
our organizations share to create competitive advantage for our mutual
clients.”
About Byte Software:
Since 1985 Byte Software has delivered innovative products that provide
unprecedented control over the loan manufacturing process, as well as enhance
the customer experience. The BytePro platform is trusted by over a thousand
banks, credit unions, mortgage bankers and brokers to efficiently move loans
from application to secondary loan sale.
About IDS, Inc.:
IDS, a Reynolds and Reynolds company, was founded in 1986 in Salt Lake City,
Utah, and is a nationwide provider of mortgage documents and compliance. IDS
services include electronic signatures, closing documents, initial
disclosures, document fulfillment and integration with leading loan
origination systems and eClosing platforms. The IDS flagship doc prep
solution, idsDoc, is recognized in the industry for its ability to be
customized to meet specific lender needs, particularly in regards to major
industry compliance changes. (http://info.idsdoc.com/)

